


His Majesty 
King Abdullah II bin Al-Hussain

And the Hashemite Royal Family



Dr. Ahmad Al-Hourani 
May his Soul rest in Peace

Founder of Al-Ahliyya Amman University

Quote from the Founding Father 

“While watching people of my country travel abroad to pursue 
their higher education, I was determined to establish the first 
private university in Jordan and the MENA region”
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Although Dr. Ahmad Al-Hourani is not present with us, his soul 
remains amongst us, giving us the strength and motivating us to 
give, accomplish, and create. And ever since, all of us here at 
Al-Ahliyya Amman University are keen on carrying with the journey 
he started with all our knowledge and abilities.

Dr. Maher Ahmad Al-Hourani
Chairman of the Board of Directors at Al-Ahliyya 

Amman University 
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Statement by the Chairman of the Board of Directors 



From the President 

It is my greatest pleasure to welcome you in Al-Ahliyya 
Amman University, which has been founded as the first 
private university in the Arab region in 1989. The 
university pursued its educational goals in 1990, focusing 
on elevating the quality and standards of education in 
Jordan. 

Professor Sari Hamdan
President of Al-Ahliyya Amman University 
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In the recent years, the higher education sector in Jordan 
has been developing significantly due to the growing 
awareness of the education quality and its components. 
Since then, the university has maintained this growth & 
development and proceeded in evolving its policies, 
making the quality and excellence of education as its 
core vision. We are always taking confident steps 
towards local and international accreditation for all 
academic programs at the twelve faculties. The 
University earned the Jordanian Quality Assurance 
Accreditation, the International ABET Certificate and is 
looking forward to obtain further future accreditations. 
We believe that our university is fully aware of its 
responsibility towards its community and is working 
continuously and efficiently to serve its multidisciplinary 
centers. As well as launching initiatives and projects 
aiming to develop the surrounding community, 
particularly the Balqa Governorate, which aligns with our 
vision and mission. 
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Why Al-Ahliyya Amman University?

Al-Ahliyya Amman University is the pioneer of private higher 
education in Jordan. It is accredited locally and internationally in 
addition to being a member of the Association of Arab 
Universities, The Federation of Universities of the Islamic World, 
and the International Association of Universities. Since its 
establishment, the university witnessed a significant 
development in elevating the quality of educational outcomes by 
adopting methods that are based on building a system of quality 
assurance in line with international standards at all its academic 
departments and administrative units. We aim at achieving a 
distinguished position among higher education institutions in 
Jordan and the MENA region. 
The university has also adopted advanced technologies and 
E-learning methods and has integrated them into the learning 
system for the purpose of sustaining technological 
advancements and updates that arise in the age of technology 
revolution. 
After 33 years of continuous work and consistent efforts 
dedicated to provide innovative academic programs. Al-Ahliyya 
Amman University offers 33 various Bachelor programs within 12 
diverse faculties, Information Technology, Architecture & Design, 
Nursing, Pharmacy, Allied Medical Sciences, Arts & Sciences, 
Engineering, Law, Business School, Educational Sciences and 
Agriculture Technology and Graduate Studies in addition to 20 
Master programs and 2 higher Diploma programs. 
The university is determined to accomplish its vision and mission 
and has already set its strategic plan for the upcoming 5 years 
under the slogan: towards a comprehensive quality, sustainable 
development, and ultimately an intellectual university. 
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Rankings

International Accreditations
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The university includes 12 faculties with diverse programs in 
Bachelor, Higher Diploma and Master.

Faculties and Programs of the University

Bachelor’s Programs

Faculty of Engineering

Communications & Computer

Engineering

Medical Engineering

Civil Engineering

Electrical Engineering
Business School

Business Administration

Accounting

E-Marketing and Digital
Communication

Financial Technology

E-Business & Commerce

Hospitality Management
and Culinary Arts

Business Analytics Technology

Faculty of Information
Technology

Computer Science 

Software Engineering 

Networking & Information
Security

Data Science & Artificial
Intelligence

Faculty of Arts & Science

English Language & Literature

English Language & Translation

Psychology
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The Faculty of Dentistry at Amman Al-Ahliyya University 
will be open in the academic year 2023-2024, Applications 
will be accepted in 2023
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Faculty of Law

Law

Faculty of Nursing

Nursing

Faculty of Architecture
and Design

Architecture Engineering

Interior Design

Design of Cinema, TV & Theatre

Multimedia & Graphic Design

Faculty of Pharmacy

Pharmacy

Faculty of Allied
Medical Sciences

Medical Laboratory Sciences

Audiology & Speech Pathology

Optometry Science

Cosmetic Science

Physical Therapy

Faculty of Agricultural
Technology

Agricultural Biotechnology
& Genetic Engineering

Higher Diploma Programs

Faculty of Educational
Sciences

Special Education

Physical and Health Education
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Business
School

Legal Accounting

Faculty of
Educational

Sciences

Digital
Instructional

Design
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Master’s Programs at the Faculty
of Graduate Studies
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Faculty of Pharmacy

Pharmaceutical Studies

Faculty of Arts
and Science

Clinical Psychology

English Language & Literature

Faculty of Information
Technology

Cyber Security

Business School

MBA with Edinburgh
Business School

Accounting and Finance

Government Administration

Business Administration

Faculty of Engineering

Communications Engineering

Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS)

Structural Engineering

Faculty of
Architecture & Design

Interior Design

Faculty of
Allied Medical Sciences

Medical Laboratory Sciences

Communication Sciences
and Disorders

Faculty of Nursing

Faculty of Law

 Law

Criminal Law

Arbitration Of
Construction Contracts

Master’s Degree in Nursing
Sciences / Primary Care Nursing

Master’s Degree in Nursing
Sciences / Critical Care Nursing

(Cardiorespiratory)

Faculty of
Educational Sciences

Sport Scince
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University Admission
Regulations and Requirements
Al-Ahliyya Amman University 
implements  admission 
regulations of the Jordanian 
private universities issued by the 
Ministry of Higher Education and 
Scientific Research. The 
university requires the Jordanian 
General Secondary Certificate or 
its equivalent for admission in 
accordance with the following:

The student must have acquired a 
Jordanian General Secondary 
Certificate or its equivalent.

Non-Jordanian students are 
accepted under the condition 
that their total average does not 
exceed 15 points below the 
required average for each 
academic program and should 
score not less than (50%) in each 
school subject. The Ministry of 
Higher Education and Scientific 
Research gives this exception to 
students that carry an official 
letter from the Jordan Civil Status 
& Passport Department proving a 
non-Jordanian nationality. 

Non-Jordanian students holding 
any official high school 
certificate that is not equivalent 
to the standard Jordanian General 
Secondary Certificate must 
provide the university with official 
letters from their embassies, 
stating that the student meets 
the regulations applied at their 
country’s universities.

Jordanian students that obtained 
a Jordanian Vocational General 
Secondary Certificate must pass 
two additional subjects starting 
from the academic year 
1997/1998. Certificates that are 
obtained prior to this year are 
enrolled upon providing an official 
letter from the Ministry of 
Education stating no extra 
subjects were required for that 
year. 

Jordanian students that obtained 
a Jordanian Commercial General 
Secondary Certificate in previous 
years without additional subjects 
are accepted at the faculties of 
Arts, Business, Law, and Design. 
This condition has been applied 
starting the academic year 
2017/2018. 

 

•

•

•

•

•

Department of
Admission

 and Registration 
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Students willing to enroll in the faculties of Pharmacy and 
Engineering holding (Shamel) Comprehensive Diploma 
Exam must have a passing grade of 70%. The passing grade 
condition for other faculties is 68%. 

Students with a Diploma degree are accepted in regards to 
the official bulletin officially issued every academic year, 
regardless of the General Secondary Certificate average or 
branch, except the Faculty of Pharmacy which requires the 
scientific branch.

If the Diploma specialty has no equivalence, the student is 
accepted in accordance to the General Secondary 
Certificate taking into consideration equivalent Diploma 
courses.

If the total average does not qualify the student for a certain 
specialty, the student is accepted based on the General 
Secondary Certificate, taking into consideration equivalent 
Diploma courses. That applies in accordance with the 
Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research 
regulations, granting full authority to the Deans Council to 
consider equivalent Diploma courses at various academic 
levels. 

Students with non-Jordanian Diplomas are enrolled as 
followed:

* Jordanian students should pass the (Shamel) 
Comprehensive Exam at the Balqa Applied University in 
accordance with rules and regulations.

* Non-Jordanian students must provide official letters 
from their embassies certifying their registration at their 
country’s universities.

•

•

•

•
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Required documentation for enrolment 

Certified original copy of the Jordanian General Secondary 

Certificate.

Certified transcript for transferal students.

Certificate of good conduct and behavior for transferal students.

Passport photocopy.

2 biometric photos.

Birth certificate photocopy 

Identification card photocopy for Jordanian students  

Military Service Booklet for Jordanian male students 

Security pass or residence in a Gulf state for Syrian students

Certified Diploma transcript 

Certified (Shamel) Comprehensive Exam Certificate 

Official approval letter from the Cultural Attaché for the following 

Nationalities:

(Kuwait, Yemen, Bahrain, Iraq, Qatar, Malaysia, UAE, Oman, and Libya) 

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Students can register online

at the following link:  
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Grading System 
The academic year is divided into two main semesters; each 
semester duration is sixteen weeks including the 
examination period.  In addition to an optional intensive 
summer semester for ten weeks including the examination 
period.

Study Plans
The study plan contains theoretical and practical aspects in 
accordance with the requirements of the Accreditation & 
Quality Assurance Commission for the Higher Education 
Institutions covering university requirements, faculty 
requirements, major requirements and electives. In addition 
to compulsory 10 hours of community service as a graduation 
requirement to serve the local community. 

The university follows 
the points grading 
system out of (4). The 
course grade is 
submitted in letters as 
shown here:

Grade

A
-A
+B
B
-B
+C

Points

4
3.75
3.5
3

2.75
2.5

Grade

C
-C
+D
D
-D
E

Points

2
1.75
1.5
1

0.75
0.5

The semester’s GPA 
and cumulative GPA 
are evaluated as 
shown here: 

Points

3.65 - 4
3.64 - 3.00
2.50 - 2.99
2.00 - 2.49
Below<2.00

Evaluation

Excellent
Very<Good

Good
Acceptable

Weak
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The study plan includes total credit hours, courses names 
and number of credit hours, prerequisite and concurrent 
requirements, course number & academic level, course type  
(theory, practical and blended), in addition to compulsory, 
elective and ancillary courses as well as field training hours 
for certain majors to complete graduation requirements. 

The Master’s study plan includes courses names and number 
of credit hours, elective, prerequisite and compulsory 
courses in addition to the thesis.  
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Academic Degrees
AAU grants Bachelor, Higher Diploma, and Master degrees 
after the students complete needed graduation 
requirements with a passing GPA in a specific time duration 
that is stated in the major’s study plan in accordance with 
the rules & regulations of the University. 
The semester overall GPA is calculated by multiplying the 
final grade of each course by the number of its credit hours 
and then dividing the sum of this multiplication by the total 
number of credit hours in that semester. While the 
cumulative GPA is calculated by the total average score of 
all the courses (pass or fail) by the student in accordance 
with the study plan up to that semester.

Faculty members
AAU ensures recruiting well-qualified and experienced 
faculty members (holders of Ph.D. and M.A. degrees). All 
specialties shall cover the areas required by the 
Accreditation and Quality Assurance Commission for Higher 
Education Institutions. The academic ranks include 
professor, associate professor, assistant professor, and 
instructor, holders of different nationalities.  

Training courses and diplomas
The University holds multidisciplinary certified & 
professional training courses and Diplomas in collaboration 
with training centers that grant participants with 
certificates, certified by the Ministry of Higher Education 
and Scientific Research. 
The Center of Counseling and Continuous Education: +962782066667
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Departments

Deanships

Public and International
Relations Department

Medical Services Department

Admission and
Registration Department

Deanship of Student AffairsDeanship of Scientific Research

Finance Department

General Supplies and
Services Department
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University Services and Facilities  

The campus provides well-equipped facilities for students to 
meet all their needs and demands in a safe academic 
environment, including the following:

The library

The library keeps updated 
collections of books in different 
fields of knowledge to assist 
students in their studies and to 
enable both the academic staff and 
students arise with competent and 
quality research-papers and 
projects. The library is subscribed to 
many scientific e-databases that 
provide books, periodicals, and thousands of documents and 
worksheets presented in scientific 
conferences.

Female dormitory 

Our University offers an on-campus 
equipped dormitory for female students. 
The dorms provide a safe and suitable 
study atmosphere, in addition to providing 
a range of services, such as free rides for 
grocery & shopping, daily maintenance, 
daily checkup on sanitation, electricity, 
water, heating, and all year-round free 
Wi-Fi.
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Medical Services Department 

The Medical Services department consists of an equipped 
clinic with up to date medical equipment, as well as 
experienced medical team providing health care. In addition to 
a pharmacy that dispenses free medications to students 
when in need along with an ambulance for emergency cases.  

The Arena Complex

The Arena Complex is designed to hold luxurious cultural, 
sports and entertainment events. It is furnished with advance 
equipment according to the latest international standards. 

The Arena provides multiple sports services through its 
facilities, which include bowling & billiards courts, swimming 
pools and fitness center. It is also used for hosting different 
athletic competitions as well as providing many cultural and 
artistic concerts.
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Visa and Residency Office
The Office was established in 2014 and is under the 
supervision of the Deanship of Student Affairs in 
collaboration with the Ministry of Labor and Civil 
Service Bureau. It provides services to facilitate all 
processes related to residency and exit & re-entry 
visas for students and faculty members.

Military Service Office
The Office of Military Service assists in postponing 
the military service for male students of the 
university in order to facilitate their registration. 

Post Office
The Post Office provides postal services, collection 
of bills including phone receipts and sending out & 
receiving all types of mail.

Restaurants and Cafeterias 
There are several restaurants and cafeterias 
on-campus, which serve all categories of meals 
with high quality and under health and 
administrative supervision. 

 Transportation Services
The university provides scheduled inbound & 
outbound bus services for students during the 
academic semesters, as well as shuttling students 
within the campus facilities. 

Other Services
The Campus offers stationary shops, internet 
services, lockers, ATM services, parking units, and 
praying rooms for male and female students.   
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Centers

Hourani
E-Learning Center 

Computer Center

Innovation Center
of Excellence

Teaching and
Learning Center

Al-Ahliyya Amman
University Center
for Cybersecurity 

Hourani Center for
Applied Scientific
Research (HCASR)

(GEC) Global
Engagement Center

Languages Center

Counseling and
Special Education

Center

Pharmacological
and Diagnostic

Research Center

Hearing and
Speech Center

Women’s Health
Center
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location of Al-Ahliyya Amman
University

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
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Jordan

Jordan is named after the river running on its Western border. 
Jordan is a country that embraces different Arab cultures 
and dialects. The Jordan and Yarmouk rivers separate Jordan 
from neighboring countries, which consecutively create part 
of Jordan’s borders with Palestine and Syria. The rest of the 
borders are an extension of the Sahara desert in the North & 
East as well as the Nefud desert in the South, in addition to 
Wadi Araba in the Southwest.

Jordan holds a special religious status among Muslims and 
Christians. It is the cradle for numerous prophets who were 
sent to teach their people the divine messages.

The landscape in Jordan varies significantly, particularly 
including the Ajloun Mountains in the Northwest along with 
the well-known Al-Sharah mountains in the South, which 
have the highest summit, Jabal Umm Al-Dami, rising 1854 
meters above the sea level. The Dead Sea, known for its 
healing salt and muds is located 408 meters below sea level, 
which is the lowest point on earth.

Jordan’s surface consists of a desert plateau in the east, and 
high land in the West, with the great rift separating between 
the East and West banks of the Jordan River. Jordan’s surface 
consists of three regions: the rift of the Jordan valley, the 
high mountains, and desert plateau. 
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The University Main Gate

Building A: the Faculty of Information Technology; 
Library A; Faculty of Law; Deanship of Student 
Affairs; Hourani E-Learning Center; Office of 
Professional Counseling and Alumni follow-up; 
Nizar Qabbani Auditorium.

Building B: School of Business; Library B; Computer 
Center

Prayer space (Musalla)

Building C: Faculty of Pharmacy; Library C; 
Supporting Services Department.

Department of Medical Services 

The Field

Building D: Faculty of Nursing 

Jordan Post Office; Military Service Office

Building F: Faculty of Postgraduate Studies; 
Deanship of Scientific Research; Learning and 
Teaching Center; Central Bureau; Accreditation and 
Quality Management Unit; Assessment and 
Measurement Center; Visa and Residency Office; 
Department of Human Resources; Al-Ahliyya 
Amman University Center for Hearing and Speech.

Building G: Faculty of Engineering; Library F; The 
President Office; Admission and Registration 
Department; General Supplies Department; 
Department of International and Public Relations; 
Global Engagement Center (GEC)

Building E: Faculty of Architecture and Design; 
faculty of Arts and Science; Languages Center; 
Counseling and Special Education Center; Mahmoud 
Darwish Auditorium. 

Off-Campus parking units

The Arena Complex; Business Incubator 

Female Dorm

1
2

3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10

13
14
15

11

12

2

1

1110
9

13

13
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For a tour in Al-Ahliyya

Amman University
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Contact Us

4301
4075<<
4067

4046<–<4050
4049 - 4040 

2033
2045<<<
2181<<
2118<<
2549<<
2455<<
2043<
2279<
2108<
4065<<
2253<<<
2424
2210<<<
4076<
2405<
2453
2587
2163

presidentJoff@ammanuJeduJjo
dean_reg@ammanuJeduJjo
financial@ammanuJeduJjo
gec@ammanu.edu.jo
public@ammanu.edu.jo
Interrelations@ammanu.edu.jo
hec_sec@ammanuJeduJjo<<
ccenter@ammanuJeduJjo
hearingIspeechcenter@ammanuJeduJjo
lang_sec@ammanuJeduJjo
tlc@ammanuJeduJjo
<incubator@ammanuJeduJjo
medical@ammanuJeduJjo
ammanlibrary@ammanuJeduJjo
supplier@ammanuJeduJjo
eng_service@ammanuJeduJjo
dorm@ammanu.edu.jo
Arenaclub@ammanuJeduJjo
general_serv@ammanuJeduJjo

dean_grad@ammanuJeduJjo
dean_stu@ammanuJeduJjo

The President Office
Admission and Registration Department
Finance Department
Global Engagement Center 
     Public Relations Department 
     International Relations Division
Hourani Center
Computer Center
Hearing and Speech Center
Languages Center
Learning and Teaching Center
Business Incubator
Medical Services Department
Library
General Supplies Department
Supporting Services Department
Female Dorm
Arena Complex 
Visa and Residency Office
Military Service Office
Post Office
Deanship of Scientific Research
Deanship of Students Affairs

Í¬ÜÀ÷] ÍfiÊ3”÷˝]<ÇË2÷]

University Line 0096253500211
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AlIAhliyya<Amman<University
AlIAhliyya<Amman<Uni
alahliyya_amman_university
AAU<Jordan
Public@ammanuJeduJjo
Amman<I<Jordan<D19328E
www.ammanu.edu.jo
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